Abstract. Chlorine activation and ozone depletion in the Arctic winter stratosphere of 1996 -1997 have been studied with a newly developed stratospheric chemistry-transport model (CTM). The chemistry scheme, using a Euler Backward Iterative approximation method, includes a comprehensive set of reactions on ternary aerosol and ice particles, which has been tested against a numerically exact solver. Tracer transports in the CTM are calculated from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) meteorological analyses. Comparisons have been made with O 3 and ClO measurements, and with ozone loss rates derived from observations during February and March 1997. ClO production and ozone depletion are somewhat underestimated by the model. Furthermore, uncertainties regarding the aerosol phase are tested. Assuming nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) particles to form at their melting point, while liquid aerosol is present simultaneously in the model, gives rise to the largest ClO production and the strongest ozone depletion. By correcting for an ECMWF temperature warm bias we obtain a similar large effect on calculated ClO production and ozone depletion for the 1996/1997 Arctic winter, whereas uncertainties in the chlorine abundance seem less important. An average warm bias of 1.3 K at polar stratospheric cloud temperatures on the 50 hPa model level reduces the calculated ozone depletion rates over February and March by 35%. Observations of ClO are reproduced when lower temperatures and maximum Cl y abundance are assumed, but ozone depletion is slightly overestimated in that case.
Introduction
During the last decades, increasing ozone loss has been observed during springtime in the Antarctic lower stratosphere [Jones and Shanklin, 1995; World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 1999] . In the Arctic region, similar chemical ozone loss can occur during cold winters [Müller et al., 1997a; Rex et al., 1997] . The important contribution of heterogeneous chlorine conversion to these severe ozone losses was recognized shortly after the discovery of the Antarctic ozone hole [Farman et al., 1985; Crutzen and Arnold, 1986; Solomon et al., 1986] . On the surface of polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) particles the chlorine reservoir species HCl and ClONO 2 can be converted to HOCl and Cl 2 , which are rapidly photodissociated into Cl radicals at sunrise, causing ozone destruction through several catalytic cycles.
Although research efforts on these heterogeneous processes have yielded significant progress, uncertainties remain, for instance, regarding the freezing properties of PSC particles between the ice frost point (ϳ188 K at 50 hPa) and the melting temperature of nitric acid trihydrate (NAT, ϳ195.5 K at 50 hPa) . Observations suggest that both solid and liquid PSC particles are present in this temperature range [Dye et al., 1992] .
In global gridded chemistry-transport models either NAT formation below its melting temperature is assumed (M. Chipperfield, personal communication, 1999) , or the aerosol is assumed to stay liquid down to the ice frost point (F. Lefèvre, personal communication, 1999) . In a box model study by Carslaw et al. [1997] it is shown that stronger ozone depletion is calculated when the aerosol is assumed to remain liquid until the temperature drops below the ice frost point, as compared to the assumption that only solid particles form. It is yet unclear what the differences are for calculation of chlorine activation and ozone depletion on a large scale, for example, calculated by a three-dimensional (3-D) chemistry-transport model (CTM). Previous 2-D and 3-D model studies [Portmann et al., 1996; Brasseur et al., 1997] show only a small difference in ozone depletion between these two assumptions in the Antarctic spring. In the Arctic winter, however, temperatures are usually higher, and chlorine is not completely activated throughout the winter. Therefore the phase of the aerosol might be more important in the activation of chlorine and ozone depletion. Besides the uncertainties in aerosol phase, uncertainties regarding the reaction probabilities, temperature, total chlorine, water vapor, HNO 3 concentrations, and aerosol abundance are known to influence the rate of heterogeneous conversion [Bregman et al., 1997] . The question arises how important these uncertainties are in the global assessment of chlorine activation and ozone depletion with models.
We present a new stratospheric chemistry model that describes heterogeneous chlorine and bromine reactions on NAT, ice, and liquid particles. The results of the chemistry scheme have been evaluated by comparing the results with those obtained with a numerically exact solver [Müller et al., 1994]. The effects of uncertainties in the state of the aerosol on important trace species such as ClO and O 3 have been investigated for different temperatures and assumptions regarding the aerosol phase in the temperature regime between the ice frost point and the NAT melting point. In all cases either NAT, supercooled liquid aerosol, or a combination of the two was assumed.
The newly developed chemistry scheme has been implemented in the 3-D global transport model TM3. Ozone, ClO production, and ozone depletion, as calculated by the model, have been analyzed and compared to observations for the 1996 -1997 Arctic winter stratosphere. The uncertainties influencing heterogeneous chemistry have been investigated by performing sensitivity calculations to assess whether these may explain discrepancies between the model results and measurements. The results are discussed in the light of other model uncertainties determining heterogeneous chemistry, such as temperature and chlorine abundance.
Description of the TM3 Stratosphere Model
A global three-dimensional CTM, version 3 (TM3), is used, being an extension to the stratosphere of the model described previously by Houweling et al. [1998] . The spatial resolution is 5Њ in longitude by 3.75Њ in latitude, with 19 vertical layers extending from ground level up to 10 hPa. Near the surface these levels are defined as terrain following sigma coordinates, whereas the stratospheric layers are defined at pressure surfaces. A hybrid of the two is used between the lower levels and the stratosphere.
Six-hourly mean fields of temperature, surface pressure, wind, and humidity from the European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses are used to drive the transport of trace species. The reanalyzed ECMWF data have been preprocessed by the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI) to fit the TM3 grid and maintain mass conservation. Every 3 hours the change in concentration through transport is calculated for 25 species and families of species. A second moment advection scheme [Prather, 1986] is used to calculate advective transport. For meridional and vertical transport a time step of 45 min is applied, whereas the calculation of zonal transport uses an 18 min time step, which is further reduced near the poles. Convection is calculated with the Tiedtke [1989] mass flux parameterization for cumulus clouds, including entrainment and detrainment in updrafts and downdrafts. Tracer transport in TM3 has been tested by comparing radon 222 observations at different locations to model simulations (F. J. Dentener et al., Simulation of the transport of radon 222 using on-line and off-line global models at different horizontal resolutions: A detailed comparison with measurements, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2000) . High correlations of model results and measurements were obtained, ranging from r ϭ 0.5-0.8. Both anthropogenic (aircraft, industry) and biogenic (lightning, soil) sources of NO x are included, as well as anthropogenic CO emissions at the surface. A detailed overview of these emissions is given by Houweling et al. [1998] . Methane, CFC-11, CFC-12, and N 2 O are constrained at ground level according to the values listed in the 1994 Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion [WMO, 1995] . Dry deposition of reaction products at the surface is calculated using a resistance analogy-based parameterization [Ganzeveld et al., 1998 ]. Wet deposition of soluble trace species is calculated from precipitation rates and Henry's law coefficients [Houweling et al., 1998] .
At the top level, boundary conditions are maintained for the long-lived trace gases methane, N 2 O, CFC-11, and CFC-12, using monthly averaged data of 1992 from the Cryogenic Limb Array Etalon Spectrometer (CLAES) instrument on the UARS satellite [Roche et al., 1996; Nightingale et al., 1996] , and O 3 , using climatological data [Fortuin and Kelder, 1998 ]. Total inorganic bromine, chlorine, and odd nitrogen are prescribed in the top three model layers, using observed correlations with N 2 O (Br y [Daniel et al., 1996] , Cl y [Woodbridge et al., 1995] , and NO y [Keim et al., 1997] ). The stratospheric growth rates of these species are based on measurements presented by WMO [1999] . The model concentrations are adjusted toward the measurements with a relaxation time of 3 days. H 2 O in the stratosphere is prescribed by seasonally and zonally averaged data of the Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) over the 5 year period from 1991 to 1996. These data have been validated by Harries et al. [1996] .
The chemistry routine contains 46 species and 167 reactions relevant to the stratosphere and troposphere. The reaction scheme is listed in Table 1 . Thirty heterogeneous chlorine and bromine reactions are included, of which 11 are on ice and on NAT, and 8 are on liquid particles. A Euler Backward Iterative (EBI) scheme is used to solve the photochemical differential equations [Hertel et al., 1993] .
The reaction scheme is based on a photochemical box model [Müller et al., 1994] . Reaction constants of gas phase binary and ternary reactions are taken from DeMore et al. [1997] . Photolysis rates are calculated from an updated radiation code, originally developed by Lary and Pyle [1991] . Calculations of the absorption cross sections have been updated according to DeMore et al. [1997] and extended with additional species (G. Becker, personal communication, 1998) . The oxygen and nitric oxide absorption cross sections in the Schumann Runge wavelength band are calculated using the parameterization of Allen and Frederick [1982] . The temperature-dependent cross sections are calculated at each chemistry time step. A matrix that lists precalculated values of incoming actinic fluxes, depending on zenith angle, pressure, and latitude, is used to update the diurnal cycle of photolysis rates every 5 days. Every month a new table of actinic fluxes is calculated, using latitudinally varying ozone profiles from the ozone climatology of Fortuin and Kelder [1998] .
Heterogeneous reaction rates are calculated at each chemistry time step. Zonal mean H 2 SO 4 concentrations are taken each month from the results of a two-dimensional microphysical model [Bekki and Pyle, 1994] . Effective radius, aerosol surface, and volume are calculated in the model. A lognormal size distribution with a value of 1.8, and a constant total aerosol number density of 10 particles cm Ϫ3 , are assumed throughout the stratosphere. The input H 2 SO 4 concentrations have been scaled to impose agreement of the modeled aerosol surface density with observations by the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE). . The physical state of the particles is determined at each time step by comparing the equilibrium vapor pressures of ice and NAT to the H 2 O and HNO 3 partial pressures, respectively, using the formulation of Hanson and Mauersberger [1988] . In the standard configuration, ice forms 3 K below its equilibrium vapor pressure, with a number density of 0.01 particles cm Ϫ3 . NAT formation yields a number density of 1 particle cm Ϫ3 at a supersaturation of 10. This latter assumption implies that an undercooling of 3 K is needed for formation of NAT at 50 mbar. Ice, NAT, and supercooled ternary solution droplets are allowed to be present simultaneously. When the temperature is low enough, ice is formed before NAT, which is formed before liquid droplets. The aerosol composition is thus calculated from the remaining gas phase H 2 O and HNO 3 concentrations. This order in which PSC particles are formed in the model is rather arbitrary. However, a box model study showed no difference in resulting chlorine distribution and ozone concentrations when the order was reversed, since only small differences in the surface area of NAT and liquid particles occurred. First-order reaction constants on solid PSCs are taken from DeMore et al. [1997] when available. The reaction probabilities of ClONO 2 with HCl and H 2 O and of HOCl with HCl on NAT are changing with the HCl partial pressure [Hanson and Ravishankara, 1995; Carslaw et al., 1997] . A correction is made for gas phase diffusion. The abundance, size, and composition of liquid aerosol are calculated from the gas phase H 2 O, HNO 3 , and H 2 SO 4 partial pressures and temperature, using an analytical expression developed by Carslaw et al. [1995] . The reaction probabilities of the reactions of ClONO 2 with H 2 O and HCl, and the reaction of HOCl with HCl in liquid droplets, are calculated with the parameterizations from and , respectively. The reaction probability of the BrONO 2 hydrolysis is taken from Hanson et al. [1996] . Solubilities of HOCl and HOBr are calculated as by Huthwelker et al. [1995] , assuming a HOBr solubility of 18 times that of HOCl, in line with laboratory results of Hanson and Ravishankara [1995] . The parameterization of Luo et al. [1995] is used for calculation of the HCl and HBr solubility. Sedimentation of solid particles and subsequent (de)nitrification and (de)hydration have been taken into account by assuming constant fall velocities for NAT and ice particles (M. Chipperfield, personal communication, 1999) .
Evaluation of the Chemistry Scheme

Validation of the Numerical Solver
The EBI approximation method [Hertel et al., 1993] was applied to solve the set of differential equations in the stratospheric chemistry scheme that has been included in the TM3 chemistry transport model. This scheme was tested against the chemical box model by Müller et al. [1994] , which uses the solver FACSIMILE [Curtis and Sweetenham, 1987] . The latter is based on a Gear method with a variable time step. This solver is known to be very accurate but computationally expensive.
Meteorological input for the box model was provided by an idealized 90-day trajectory for a typical polar stratospheric winter from January to March (F. Lefèvre, personal communication, 1999) . The trajectory includes two periods with temperatures below the threshold of polar stratospheric cloud formation (I and II); see Figure 1a . In period I the temperature decreases to 187 K, ϳ1 K below the ice frost point at 50 hPa, and to 192 K in period II, ϳ3 K below the NAT point at 50 hPa. NAT formation occurs below 192.5 K, based on a supersaturation of 10, whereas ice particles are formed at equilibrium. The air pressure is 50 hPa throughout the trajectory. Initially, the two numerical solvers are compared, using an identical, detailed scheme for the calculation of heterogeneous reaction rates . For all species, excellent agreement was obtained between the two numerical solvers. 
2 for temperature T and air density M (in molecules cm Ϫ3 ). The rate constants for the backward reactions are calculated as A exp (B/T).
e Photolysis rates are calculated as follows: et al. [1997] ; (, T) ϭ absorption cross section, values taken from JPL [1998] , except for absorption cross sections for the Schumann Runge band which are obtained from Allen and Frederick [1982] .
f See text. Table 2. 1b and 1d. Absolute differences between the two solvers are shown in Figures 1c and 1e for O 3 and ClO, respectively.
Assumptions in the Aerosol Phase
Calculation of the heterogeneous reaction rates with a global 3-D model requires several simplifying assumptions to limit the computational expense. In the detailed scheme (DE-TAIL) used in the box model described above, the initial liquid particle number density is 10 particles cm Ϫ3 , varying with changing temperature and pressure, whereas the aerosol number density is assumed to be constant at 10 particles cm Ϫ3 in the 3-D model. Also, in TM3 the temperature history of the particles is not considered, and the aerosol phase is only determined by the surrounding temperature and the gas phase concentrations of HNO 3 and H 2 O, ignoring the aerosol phase in the previous time step. In other words, it is assumed that NAT forms and evaporates at the same temperature. This might result in an underestimation of the NAT abundance in comparison with the DETAIL scheme since NAT is assumed to form at a supersaturation of 10 (equivalent to 192.5 K at 50 hPa) and only melts at the NAT point, which is 195 K at 50 hPa. This standard configuration (STAND), used in TM3, has been compared to the DETAIL scheme to investigate the effect of these assumptions. In addition to the differences related to the model simplifications, uncertainties exist regarding the phase of the aerosol between the ice frost point and the NAT equilibrium temperature. Several box model runs have been carried out with different assumptions regarding the aerosol phase between the NAT and ice melting temperatures to see what their effect is on chlorine partitioning and ozone depletion. An overview of all test runs and their assumptions is given in Table 2 . Both the STAND and DETAIL parameterizations assume that NAT particles form at a supersaturation ratio of 10 of HNO 3 with respect to NAT, which is equivalent to ϳ3 K undercooling, and the remaining 9 particles are in the liquid phase. Three other assumptions have been tested:
1. In the LIQUID run, no NAT is assumed to form, and the aerosol remains liquid until the ice frost point.
2. The MNAT run assumes that only NAT is present below its melting temperature (10 particles cm Ϫ3 ). 3. The MIX run assumes the formation of 1 particle cm Ϫ3 of NAT below its melting temperature without the assumption of undercooling, while the other particles remain liquid. Two trajectories have been used for this sensitivity test: the previously described idealized trajectory and a similar trajectory, with higher temperatures during cold period II of the trajectory (195 K instead of 192 K). The results of ClO and ClONO 2 (noon values) and O 3 , from day 75 onward, are shown in Plate 1. During the first part of the trajectory, when particles are mostly either liquid or water ice, all schemes yield the same results for both the chlorine species and O 3 . Whenever water ice forms, chlorine is fully converted into ClO x (ϭClO, Cl 2 , and Cl 2 O 2 ) within a day, independent of the assumptions. The lack of sunlight prevents large ozone depletion at this stage. As can be expected, differences appear when temperatures are between the melting points of ice and NAT, as occurs during period II in the trajectories. Note that during cold periods in the Arctic vortex these temperatures are common.
First, we find that the STAND and the DETAIL schemes compare well in both trajectories. Thus the assumptions in TM3, that is, a constant aerosol number density and ignoring the phase history of the particles, do not have a significant influence on the O 3 concentrations and on chlorine activation, especially near the threshold of NAT formation. However, the particle history might have a larger influence on the partitioning of species when the temperature changes occur on smaller timescales.
In the STAND and DETAIL trajectory experiments, NAT is formed at temperatures below 192.5 K, with liquid aerosol present simultaneously. Therefore the resulting species concentrations are similar to the results of the MIX run in the lower temperature trajectory. In the trajectory with higher temperatures during period II, at 195 K, no NAT is formed in the STAND and DETAIL model versions, and they yield the same results as the LIQUID run. Comparing the MNAT and LIQUID results, production of ClO and ozone depletion are stronger when only NAT is formed at temperatures close to the NAT equilibrium temperature, while the LIQUID test case shows stronger ozone depletion in the lower temperature trajectory. At 195 K the NAT surface area is much larger than the area of liquid aerosol, whereas the liquid aerosol volume grows exponentially with decreasing temperatures. At 192 K the liquid particle surface is only about 5 times smaller than that of a NAT particle at the same pressure and gas phase concentrations. This was also found by Carslaw et al. [1997] . In addition, the fast reaction of HCl with HOCl in liquid aerosol is a factor of 8 slower on NAT particles at 192 K Hanson and Ravishankara, 1995] . Remarkably, the MNAT experiments (yellow lines) show that this can even lead to more chlorine activation and ozone loss at 195 K than at 192 K. In the lower temperature trajectory the noon ClO concentrations decrease after initial production because ClONO 2 is completely activated through the heterogeneous reactions with HCl and H 2 O. Therefore, during the integration, Cl 2 can only be produced from the relatively slow reaction of HCl with HOCl. As a consequence, the ClO production cannot compensate for the gas phase loss of ClO through the HCl production by the CH 4 ϩCl reaction, and ClO decreases in time. In the higher temperature trajectory, not all ClONO 2 is activated at once, so that chlorine activation can continue for a longer time period and more ozone loss is calculated at 195 K than at 192 K when only NAT is present. Although this model situation may not be very realistic, since the influx from neighboring regions would prevent ClONO 2 from becoming completely depleted, these results clearly demonstrate the sensitivity and nonlinearity of temperature change on chlorine activation and ozone loss.
In the MIX experiments the largest chlorine activation and ozone depletion is calculated in both trajectories. This is due to the simultaneous presence of NAT and liquid aerosol. The a Model results are depicted in Figure 2. freezing out of NAT provides a large particle surface area and fast processing of HCl and ClONO 2 , whereas the reaction of HOCl and HCl in liquid aerosol is able to rapidly convert the remaining reservoir chlorine. It should be noted that a very small difference is found in chlorine activation and ozone loss between the two temperature regimes in the MIX experiment, due to the full conversion of chlorine reservoir species, which occurs already in the higher-temperature trajectory. The difference in ozone loss between all assumptions regarding the aerosol phase is largest in the trajectory where the minimum temperature in part II is 195 K, close to the NAT melting temperature. Thus the uncertainties regarding the phase of the aerosol have a potentially larger influence on the modeling of ozone loss at temperatures close to the NAT melting temperature.
Analysis of Calculated Ozone Fields of February and March 1997 4.1. Total Ozone
The Arctic winter stratosphere in 1996 -1997 was characterized by low temperatures below the PSC formation threshold, especially during late winter. Pawson and Naujokat [1999] compared this winter to a 32 year record of stratospheric meteorological analyses. Their analysis shows that the vortex region began to cool mid-January, with favorable conditions for PSC formation. It also shows that during March record low temperatures occurred nearly each day of the month at the 30 and 50 hPa pressure levels. The core of this persistent springtime polar vortex, which remained strong and symmetric until late April, was cold enough for formation of type I PSCs until late March [Coy et al., 1997] . Consequently, high concentrations of ClO were detected by the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) [Santee et al., 1997] , and strong ozone loss was reported from several measuring and modeling studies [Manney et al., 1997; Müller et al., 1997b; Newman et al., 1997; Lefèvre et al., 1998 ] (see also the November 15, 1997, special issue of Geophysical Research Letters.).
In our study the TM3 model, including the STAND chemistry routine, is initialized on October 1, 1996, and integrated until the end of March of the next year. Initialization was based on the results at October 1, 1996, of a multiyear run of the TM3 model, starting in October 1994 [Bregman et al., 2000] . The initial ozone concentrations were adjusted by fitting the modeled profiles to Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) total ozone measurements of October 1, 1996. Model results of total ozone on March 27, 1997, are compared to observations by three satellite instruments in Plate 2. The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) instrument is a nadir-viewing UV-visible light spectrometer (VIS) on board the ERS-2 satellite. For this comparison, assimilated GOME data (level 4) were used [Eskes et al., 2000] . The TOMS instruments were flown on board the ADEOS satellite and the NASA Earth Probe (EP) satellite. These instruments are identical and yield similar results, with ADEOS TOMS giving values ϳ1% higher than EP-TOMS . The EP-TOMS shows differences with the Dobson network of 1 to 1.5% (R. D. McPeters, personal communication, 2000) .
Since the model only extends up to 10 hPa, upper stratospheric ozone has been determined from zonally averaged climatological profiles, based on ozone sonde and satellite measurements between 1980 and 1991 [Fortuin and Kelder, 1998 ], resulting in an additional 30 DU at the poles and 60 DU in the tropics. Overall, the simulated total ozone field and spatial pattern agree well with the observations; however, the model O 3 columns are overestimated up to 60 -100 DU within the vortex and up to 20 DU at midlatitudes. Adjusting the model at the top with climatological values of O 3 instead of instantaneous observations has an effect on the total column of ozone as well. Using 5% less ozone, in accord with the Northern Hemisphere annual standard deviations in the climatology [Fortuin and Kelder, 1998 ], resulted in a decrease of 20 -30 DU within the vortex and 5-10 DU at midlatitudes.
Ozone Profiles
Several ozone sonde observations of the same day are compared to the model results in Figure 2 . Profiles have been sampled above Aberystwyth (the observation method is described by Reid et al. [1996] ), Ny Ålesund [Steinbrecht et al., 1999] , Payerne, Keflavik, Sodankylä, and De Bilt. The model results agree fairly well with the magnitude and height of the ozone peak found in the observations except for Ny Ålesund (Spitsbergen). At this location the model underestimates O 3 above 200 hPa, in line with what is found in the comparison of total ozone (Plate 2). From Plate 2 it can be seen as well that Spitsbergen was located near the vortex edge. A detailed inspection of this plate shows that at this location the TM3 model does not capture the sharp O 3 gradient between the ozonedepleted vortex and the adjacent O 3 maximum, as a consequence of limited model resolution. In general, however, especially between 30 and 73 hPa, the model is in good agreement with all of the observed profiles. An O 3 overestimation is found for the uppermost layer, where climatological mean values are used to constrain the model. In the lowermost stratosphere the model overestimates O 3 in Aberystwyth and De Bilt, both at midlatitudes. At the tropopause (200 -300 hPa), ozone is overestimated in comparison with several of the profiles. The latter two effects are probably related to uncertainties in transport processes in the lowermost stratosphere [Bregman et al., 2000] . All of these features contribute to the higher O 3 columns as compared to the satellite observations depicted in Plate 2. Furthermore, the vertical fine structure, such as observed over Sodankylä between 70 and 150 hPa, is not captured by the model, due to its relatively coarse vertical resolution.
Ozone Loss
Next, we discuss the chemical ozone loss during this winter. The top plot of Plate 3 shows the 30 and 40 PV isolines on the 475 K level for March 31, 1997. These lines mark the edge of the vortex, which is defined as the isoline of highest PV gradients on a surface of equal potential temperature. The middle plot shows the chemical ozone depletion at 50 hPa, separately integrated for each grid box over the period of February 1 to March 31, 1997. The maximum chemical ozone depletion is found at the sunlit edge of the vortex region, which is to be expected. These values should be conceived as an upper limit of calculated ozone destruction, if no advection of ozonedepleted air would have taken place. The maximum destruction is 1.3 ppmv, which equals 22 ppbv/d. The ozone-depleted air has been transported throughout the vortex, and this has resulted in decreased ozone concentrations throughout the polar vortex by the end of March. The bottom plot shows the ozone change over this time period as calculated from the full-chemistry run minus the results of a "transport only" run, in which ozone was treated as a passive tracer. These latter results can be compared to ozone loss rates derived from observations. Inside the vortex, ozone depletion is 0.8 ppmv at most at the 50 hPa level, which is on average 13 ppbv d Ϫ1 . This is considerably lower than that derived from measurements. Sinnhuber et al. [1998] derived ozone loss rates of 22 ppbv d Ϫ1 at the 475 K level during February and March, derived from ground-based measurements above Ny Ålesund (79. 8ЊN, 11.9ЊE) . Similar values were obtained by Kreher et al. [1999] between 475 and 460 K for inner vortex air above Kiruna (67.9ЊN, 21.1ЊE) . Schulz et al. [2000] derived maximum ozone loss rates in the first weeks in March of 45 ppbv d Ϫ1 during the Match campaign. On average, they inferred a loss of ϳ20 ppbv d Ϫ1 during February and March. Knudsen et al. [1998] derived an ozone depletion of 1.24 ppmv throughout the vortex at the 475 K level from 154 ozone sonde measurements within the vortex, although their calculations include January as well. All of these measurements accounted for downward transport of O 3 through diabatic cooling. From December to March we calculate a maximum loss of 35 DU in the stratosphere, which is considerably less than the 92 DU derived by Knudsen et al. [1998] between January and March and the loss calculated by Müller et al. [1997b] in the same period from measurements by HALOE. They calculated loss rates by comparing observed ozone to simultaneous observations of the chemically conserved tracer HF. In general, the model appears to underestimate the ozone loss rates derived from observations.
Role of Heterogeneous Chemistry
ClO Mixing Ratios
Since ozone loss inside the polar vortex is mainly determined by the ClO dimer and BrO-ClO cyles [Chipperfield and Pyle, 1998 ], an underestimation of ozone loss is likely to be caused by underestimated ClO and, to a lesser extent, BrO concentrations. Vertical profiles of ClO have been measured throughout the Northern Hemisphere by MLS on the UARS satellite [Santee et al., 1997] during the 1996/1997 winter.
We compare observations of enhanced ClO in the Arctic vortex, sampled on the 46 hPa level of February 20 and February 26, 1997, with model results on 50 hPa. Only daytime ClO measurements were used by Santee et al. [1997] to compose a plot for the Northern Hemisphere (Plate 4a). A realistic comparison was obtained by using the local noon model results of these dates. The ClO enhancement, as measured by MLS, is qualitatively reproduced by TM3. On both days, two maxima appear, both in the measurements and in the model, located over Greenland and northern Russia. TM3, however, underestimates the measurements by as much as 1.0 ppbv on different occasions. The single profile precision and accuracy of the MLS level 4 data observations are 0.4 ppbv and 10%, respectively [Santee et al., 1997] ; however, by averaging several profiles, the precision in the maxima over Greenland and Russia is improved to 0.1-0.2 ppbv. Therefore the difference cannot be explained by possible errors in the observations alone. A similar run, in which the heterogeneous reactions were turned off, illustrated that nearly all ClO calculated by the model in this comparison originates from heterogeneous chemistry. The partitioning of chlorine on February 26 shows that both ClONO 2 and HOCl are nearly fully converted at the location of the ClO maxima (together 0.2 ppbv), but 0.6 -0.8 ppbv HCl out of 3.3 ppbv Cl y is still present. The remaining inorganic chlorine is in the form of Cl 2 O 2 .
The box model study showed that calculated chlorine activation and ozone depletion are strongly influenced by assumptions regarding the phase of the aerosol between the ice frost temperature and the NAT temperature, especially close to the NAT temperature. It was shown that the strongest production of ClO is found when NAT is assumed to form at its melting point, with 1 particle cm Ϫ3 freezing and the rest of the aerosol remaining in the liquid phase. A sensitivity study was carried out for February 26 using these assumptions on the aerosol phase, resulting in a maximum increase of 0.8 ppbv ClO. The difference with the standard run is shown in Plate 4a. Neither in the atmosphere nor in the laboratory are NAT particles detected ubiquitously between the ice frost point and the NAT point . Assuming an overall freezing of NAT below its melting point is likely to give an overestimation of ClO, and the resulting value should therefore be considered as an upper limit regarding the uncertainty of the aerosol phase and its effect on the production of ClO. In addition to these uncertainties related to the aerosol phase, we discuss the previously mentioned model uncertainties affecting heterogeneous reaction rates. Bregman et al. [1997] showed with a box model that, within realistic uncertainty ranges, varying the total amount of chlorine and the temperature has the largest impact on ClO. In this study, the values of inorganic chlorine (Cl y ) and temperature have been varied within the uncertainty range to see whether this may explain the discrepancies with the measurements.
For February 25, 1997 25, , Strunk et al. [1998 derived the age of air and Cl y concentrations from organic chlorine species and SF 6 observations within the vortex. Their results are compared to our model results in Figure 3 . Polynomial fits have been drawn through both the observations and the model results. The differences between them range from 380 -630 parts per trillion by volume (pptv). A sensitivity study has been carried out by adding 500 pptv Cl y to the model in each grid box. This results in 3.8 ppbv Cl y at the location of the maximum ClO in Plate 4, which is slightly higher compared to the Cl y maximum calculated by Strunk et al. [1998] .
The temperature variability is also known to affect heterogeneous reaction rates. Subgrid-scale temperature variations can cause errors in the calculation of heterogeneous chemistry and ozone depletion since the rate of these processes increases nonlinearly with decreasing temperature [Murphy and Ravishankara, 1994] . The ECMWF analysis data, used as meteorological input for the TM3 model, indeed show discrepancies with temperature sonde measurements [Knudsen, 1996] . Especially at PSC formation temperatures (T Ͻ 195 K), temperatures are on average overestimated in the ECMWF analyses. The average biases (sonde temperature minus ECMWF temperature) and the standard deviations found by Knudsen [1996] at PSC formation temperatures are Ϫ0.6 K (Ϯ1.49 K), Ϫ1.1 K (Ϯ1.75 K), Ϫ1.3 K (Ϯ1.93 K), and Ϫ1.6 K (Ϯ2.26 K) at the 100, 70, 50, and 30 hPa levels, respectively.
The differences in ClO with the standard run are shown in Plate 5 for the three test cases: NAT formation below its equilibrium temperature; maximum chlorine abundance; and minimum temperatures. An additional run was carried out in which both the lower temperature limit and the maximum amount of Cl y are implemented. Both the runs with maximum NAT formation and minimum temperatures significantly enhance the amount of ClO in the model. Any other assumption regarding the freezing of NAT only reduces chlorine activation, as was shown in our box model study. The discrepancies of ECMWF temperatures with temperature sondes, on the other hand, show high variability [Knudsen, 1996] . Hence, considering the nonlinear temperature dependency of heterogeneous reaction rates, the temperature uncertainty might well exceed the uncertainty range assumed in this study, and it is probably more important than the aerosol phase uncertainty. A thorough assessment is needed which also takes into account the standard deviation of the temperature biases. A small part of the enhancement in ClO in the top plots of Plate 5 is due to the enhancement of denitrification, which only occurs when NAT is formed. Overall, denitrification was small because temperatures did not decrease below the ice frost point. ClO is enhanced due to the 0.5 ppbv Cl y increase, as shown in the bottom left plot of Plate 5, but this effect is small compared to the other uncertainties. Since not all chlorine is activated continuously, the surplus Cl y increases ClO by less than 0.5 ppbv.
By combining the lower temperature and maximum Cl y abundance in the model, the differences between modeled and observed ClO can be explained, although a small discrepancy remains. Besides the errors in the MLS observations that were mentioned before, subgrid-scale processes which are not captured by the model, such as the additional temperature uncertainty [Knudsen, 1996] or lee waves which may cause local temperature decreases of 10 K or more ], can possibly explain the remaining differences.
Ozone Depletion Rates
Maximum ozone depletion was calculated for all sensitivity simulations by substracting the results of the "ozone as a passive tracer" run from those of the full-chemistry runs. The chemical loss that affects the 50 hPa level at the end of March was calculated over February and March 1997. The results are shown in Table 3 . Whereas both the temperature decrease and NAT increase have large effects on the calculation of ozone depletion, the large surplus in chlorine only has a small effect because ClO is not fully activated. At lower temperatures, when more chlorine activation takes place, the effect of a chlorine increase is much larger than in the standard run (0. ature largely determine the uncertainty in calculated chlorine activation and ozone depletion. The model agreement with the measurements improves significantly when temperature is lowered. When maximum Cl y is assumed as well, ozone depletion is overestimated compared to the observations. In addition to the discussed uncertainties affecting heterogeneous chemistry, there are uncertainties in the gas phase ClO chemistry. The most important uncertainty influencing ozone depletion is that of the Cl 2 O 2 absorption cross section [Fish and Burton, 1997] . Ruhnke et al. [1999] showed with a 3-D model that the absorption cross section of Cl 2 O 2 represents an uncertain factor for the lower stratosphere, and ozone depletion in March 1997 is decreased by 15% at 20 km, when different absorption cross sections are applied. In this study, however, their upper limit absorption cross sections Cl 2 O 2 have already been used. Uncertainties in the HCl production channel from the ClO ϩ HO 2 and ClO ϩ OH reactions have only a small influence in the lower stratosphere [Ruhnke et al., 1999] and are not discussed here.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have developed a computationally fast chemistry scheme using a parameterization of heterogeneous chemistry suitable for a 3-D CTM. The results are in excellent agreement with those of a numerically very accurate chemical scheme.
A box model study compares various parameterizations of NAT formation between the ice frost point and the NAT equilibrium temperature. It shows that maximum chlorine activation and ozone depletion, both at 192 K and at 195 K, is calculated when NAT is assumed to form at its equilibrium temperature, and when liquid particles exist at the same time. Ubiquitous presence of NAT between the ice frost point and the NAT equilibrium temperature is unlikely, and assuming the formation of NAT throughout the stratosphere right below its equilibrium temperature, with liquid aerosol present simultaneously, is not realistic. The resulting calculated chlorine activation should be considered as an upper limit of the surplus ClO that can be modeled by making assumptions on the aerosol phase.
Implementation of the chemistry scheme in a 3-D transport model yields quite good agreement with ozone observations, but production of ClO and ozone depletion are underestimated using the model standard configuration. Adjustment of the microphysical scheme, so that it produces the highest chlorine activation, significantly increases ClO. However, lowering the temperature by only ϳ1 K at PSC formation temperatures results in a similar increase. Considering that the difference between ECMWF-analyzed temperatures and sonde measurements has not only negative biases but also a large variability, the temperature uncertainty might be even more important than shown here, whereas the microphysical effect is most likely overestimated. The temperature uncertainty therefore appears to be the main problem to realistically model ozone depletion with a 3-D model, and it will therefore be difficult to study the impact of uncertainties in aerosol phase with a 3-D model. Not only the ECMWF temperatures, but also the U.K. Meteorological Office (UKMO) temperatures often used in models, show a warm bias at PSC temperatures [Knudsen, 1996] . Therefore underestimation of ClO production and subsequent ozone depletion by models using these temperatures is likely. A more accurate uncertainty estimate cannot be derived from our results, and an assessment accounting for the variability of temperature biases would be useful. When both the temperature biases and the upper uncertainty limit of Cl y are implemented, the discrepancies with ClO observations remain within the uncertainty ranges of the observations, although ozone depletion is overestimated compared to observations. In winters with different temperature regimes, the results of such a sensitivity study may be different. Under extremely cold circumstances, such as in the Antarctic springtime stratosphere, full chlorine activation is likely to occur, and both the microphysical and temperature uncertainties (of ϳ1 K) might have a smaller effect on ozone loss, whereas uncertainties in chlorine abundance are probably more important in such a case. During a winter with higher temperatures, above or close to the NAT equilibrium temperature, the assumption of more NAT formation in the model may affect the calculations of chlorine activation and ozone loss more strongly. Our box model study shows a large difference in O 3 depletion at 195 K, using different parameterizations of NAT formation. Therefore the effects on large-scale calculations under different winter temperature regimes need further investigation.
